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TAKE A WALK & LOG YOUR DISTANCE OR STEPS! 
I have walking maps of the Panorama Campus! Get a 
digital or paper copy from me at the AFC. These maps 
have distances marked in long and short increments. 
Send me your distance or steps to track how far you 
have walked for the month of June!
TRY A WORKOUT OR MOBILITY VIDEO!
There are four workout videos and two mobility videos 
on Channel 370! They are for all different levels of 
fitness and most all of the moves can be modified if 
need be. You can also access these videos at any time 
on KYA! From the KYA homepage, click on ACTVITIES 
AND EVENTS, and then STAYING FIT! Also check out 
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TRY THESE TRY THESE 
FRUITS!FRUITS!

Slice FENNELFENNEL (~1” thick), drizzle with olive oil and 
roast at 350F for 30 minutes. Sprinkle with pepper 
and a squeeze of lemon.
Trim off outer leaves of ARTICHOKEARTICHOKE, cut in half 
lengthwise. Scoop out choke. Boil ~ 10-15 minutes, 
sear cut side down on hot oiled skillet ~ 5 mintes. 
Sprinkle with salt and pepper, a squeeze of lemon 
juice, and sprinkle with chopped parsley or mint.

TRY THESE TRY THESE 
VEGETABLES!VEGETABLES!

Chop up STONE FRUITSTONE FRUIT and add to oatmeal, yogurt, 
granola, salads, or pilaf dishes!
You can also halve or quarter stone fruit and bake 
them in an oven safe ramekin or on a sheet pan and 
serve with a small scoop of ice cream, slice of Angel 
Food Cake, or on its own drizzled with a touch of 
honey or spoon of ricotta.



ANKLE MOBILITY ANKLE MOBILITY 
ANKLE STRENGTHANKLE STRENGTH

HOW TO DO IT 
Mobility - 
Circle on ankle clockwise for a count of 10, then circle the 
ankle counter-clockwise for a count of ten in large slow 
cirlces. Repeat two times.
Point your foot away from your face and flex your foot 
towards your face 10 times slowly. Repeat two times.

Strength - 
Spell the alphabet with your toes in the air. Make the letters 
as big as you can and control the movement, keep it nice 
and slow. You can also spell other phrases or names.
Rest a bit between words or sets of the alphabet. Repeat 
two or three times, every other day.


